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Abstract:

We present the first fully coupled 3D full-Stokes model of a tidewater 
glacier, incorporating ice flow, subglacial hydrology, plume-induced 
frontal melting and calving. We apply the model to Store Glacier 
(Sermeq Kujalleq) in west Greenland to simulate a year of high melt 
(2012) and one of low melt (2017). In terms of modelled hydrology, we 
find perennial channels extending 5 km inland from the terminus and up 
to 41 km and 29 km inland in summer 2012 and 2017, respectively. We 
also report a hydrodynamic feedback that suppresses channel growth 
under thicker ice inland and allows water to be stored in the distributed 
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system. At the terminus, we find hydrodynamic feedbacks exert a major 
control on calving through their impact on velocity. We show that 2012 
marked a year in which Store Glacier developed a fully channelised 
drainage system, unlike 2017, where it remained only partially 
developed. This contrast in modelled behaviour indicates that tidewater 
glaciers can experience a strong hydrological, as well as oceanic, control, 
which is consistent with observations showing glaciers switching between 
seemingly dominant types. The fully coupled nature of the model allows 
us to demonstrate the likely lack of any hydrological or ice-dynamic 
memory at Store.
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11 ABSTRACT
12 We present the first fully coupled 3D full-Stokes model of a tidewater glacier, incorporating ice flow, 
13 subglacial hydrology, plume-induced frontal melting and calving. We apply the model to Store 
14 Glacier (Sermeq Kujalleq) in west Greenland to simulate a year of high melt (2012) and one of low 
15 melt (2017). In terms of modelled hydrology, we find perennial channels extending 5 km inland from 
16 the terminus and up to 41 km and 29 km inland in summer 2012 and 2017, respectively. We also 
17 report a hydrodynamic feedback that suppresses channel growth under thicker ice inland and allows 
18 water to be stored in the distributed system. At the terminus, we find hydrodynamic feedbacks exert 
19 a major control on calving through their impact on velocity. We show that 2012 marked a year in 
20 which Store Glacier developed a fully channelised drainage system, unlike 2017, where it remained 
21 only partially developed. This contrast in modelled behaviour indicates that tidewater glaciers can 
22 experience a strong hydrological, as well as oceanic, control, which is consistent with observations 
23 showing glaciers switching between seemingly dominant types. The fully coupled nature of the 
24 model allows us to demonstrate the likely lack of any hydrological or ice-dynamic memory at Store.

25 1. INTRODUCTION
26 The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) lost mass at a rate of 286±20 Gt a-1 in 2010-2018, of which 44% was 
27 due to discharge from tidewater glaciers (Mouginot and others, 2019). Such glaciers drain 88% of the 
28 GrIS (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012), making their dynamical behaviour an important target of study 
29 when assessing the current and future state of the GrIS. With annual contributions approaching 1 
30 mm a-1 to sea-level rise (IPCC, 2019), the GrIS has changed significantly from a stable mass-balance 
31 state 40 years ago (Mouginot and others, 2019). Hence, predicting the future behaviour of the GrIS 
32 and the ensuing change in sea level is only becoming more urgent.

33 However, Greenlandic tidewater glaciers present a challenging environment, leaving many 
34 important processes poorly understood. The thickness (typically several hundreds of metres or 
35 more) and speed (often several kilometres a year) of these glaciers make access to the basal 
36 environment very difficult; only a couple of studies have reported direct borehole observations of 
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37 the base from such glaciers (Lüthi and others, 2002; Doyle and others, 2018) and studies of their 
38 subglacial hydrology (e.g. Schild and others, 2016; Sole and others, 2011; Vallot and others, 2017) 
39 and basal conditions (e.g. Hofstede and others, 2018; Booth and others, 2020) are far fewer in 
40 number than on land-terminating portions of the ice sheet (e.g. Davison and others, 2019; Sole and 
41 others, 2013; Tedstone and others, 2015, 2013; Williams and others, 2020). This means 
42 characterisation of the physical basal properties and subglacial hydrology of Greenlandic tidewater 
43 glaciers is very limited. At the same time, observations of behaviour and morphology at the calving 
44 front are also limited, both in Greenland and globally, due to the dangerous and inaccessible nature 
45 of this environment, meaning calving and submarine-melt processes are also poorly constrained by 
46 the available data. Recent work has started to improve this paucity (e.g. Cassotto and others, 2018; 
47 Jackson and others, 2019, 2017; Sutherland and others, 2019; Vallot and others, 2019; Xie and 
48 others, 2019), particularly with regards to observations of meltwater plumes at the calving front (e.g. 
49 Hewitt, 2019; Jackson and others, 2019, 2017; Jouvet and others, 2018; Slater and others, 2018), 
50 but, overall, many aspects of tidewater glaciers remain under-observed and poorly characterised.

51 Computer modelling provides an avenue for ameliorating this lack of direct observations and 
52 for predicting the future behaviour of Greenland’s tidewater glaciers, but the complexity of these 
53 systems has made it difficult to implement realistic fully coupled models. Simulating calving is 
54 particularly challenging, as the development of a simple calving law, if one is achievable, remains 
55 elusive (Benn and others, 2017; Benn and Åström, 2018), requiring the use of computationally 
56 expensive 3D models to reproduce calving with a degree of realism without calibration or tuning 
57 (Todd and others, 2018, 2019). Introducing and coupling subglacial hydrology and meltwater 
58 plumes, perhaps the two most important additional and under-observed sets of processes, to such 
59 models adds a further layer of computational complexity, meaning that attempts to simulate the full 
60 tidewater-glacier system have hitherto only studied selected processes in an uncoupled manner in 
61 order to keep the computation time within reasonable limits (Vallot and others, 2018). Such models 
62 are also difficult to validate, owing to the number and variety of input datasets meaning that finding 
63 a fully independent validation dataset is not necessarily straightforward.

64 This study presents fully coupled simulations of ice flow, calving, subglacial hydrology and 
65 convective meltwater plumes within the 3D, full-Stokes Elmer/Ice modelling suite, with application 
66 to Sermeq Kujalleq (Store Glacier; henceforth referred to simply as Store) in west Greenland. With a 
67 two-way coupling between ice velocity andbasal effective pressure, as well as the impact of 
68 meltwater plumes on terminus dynamics, the coupled models capture the primary glaciological 
69 processes that control tidewater glacier behaviour, revealing the complex coupled nature of the 
70 glacier’s interaction with evolving hydrological systems as well as with the ocean.

71 2. DATA AND METHODS
72 The study site (Sect. 2.1), model set-up (Sect. 2.2) and overall modelling procedure (Sect. 2.3) are 
73 described below. Details are included on how the individual model components are coupled within 
74 the overall framework of Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini and others, 2013) and how the model was spun up.
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75 2.1. Study Site

76

77 Fig. 1 – Model domain of Store (main image). Background shows the 20-year velocity average (1995-2015) from the 
78 MEaSUREs dataset (Joughin and others 2016, 2018). Inset a shows a zoomed-in view of the terminus (red rectangle in main 
79 image). Red circles show approximate areas of observed surfacing plumes. Background shows Landsat view of Store (from 
80 22/07/2016)). Inset b shows Store’s location (red rectangle) in Greenland. Background image from MODIS.

81 Sermeq Kujalleq (or Store), which is one of the largest tidewater outlet glaciers on the west coast of 
82 Greenland (70.4°N, 50.55°W), flows into Ikerasak Fjord (Ikerasaup Sullua) at the southern end of the 
83 Uummannaq Fjord system (Fig.1). The calving front is 5 km wide, with surface velocities of around 6 
84 km a-1 (Joughin, 2018). The terminus is pinned between narrow fjord walls and a sill on the sea floor, 
85 making the terminus position relatively stable despite the trunk of the glacier flowing through a 
86 deep trough extending to nearly 1000 m below sea level (Rignot and others, 2015). With no 
87 observed retreat since 1985 (Catania and others, 2018), the glacier represents a stable Greenland 
88 outlet glacier and is an ideal target for modelling studies aiming to understand the ‘natural’ state of 
89 a tidewater glacier. Store could, however, retreat rapidly, should increasing melt force the terminus 
90 backwards from its current pinning point (Catania and others, 2018).

91 2.2. Model set-up
92 In this study, we use the open-source, 3D, full-Stokes Elmer/Ice modelling suite (Gagliardini and 
93 others, 2013), which includes the GlaDS hydrological model (Werder and others, 2013). The work 
94 builds on Cook and others (2020) who used GlaDS and a 1D plume model to investigate subglacial 
95 hydrology and plume-induced frontal melting at Store, with only unidirectional coupling with the 
96 overlying ice (so hydrology affects dynamics, but not vice versa). We build on that study by the 
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97 addition of the calving model detailed in Todd and others (2018) and the implementation of two-
98 way coupling between the overlying ice and the subglacial hydrology. Hence, our model effectively 
99 couples ice flow not only with evolving hydrological drainage systems, but also with convective 

100 plumes driven by the subglacial freshwater discharge, which leads to undercutting of the terminus 
101 and calving. As such, our coupled models provide unique insight to the coupling between all the 
102 interacting components of a tidewater glacier system and an evolving glacier geometry. 

103 2.2.1. Ice flow and calving model

104 This study uses the calving implementation of Elmer/Ice as described by Todd and others (2018, 
105 2019). The model domain captures the catchment of Store, with the upstream limit defined as the 
106 100 m a-1 velocity contour (110 km inland) and a boundary condition specifying the observed 
107 velocity there as imposed inflow. A no-slip condition is imposed on the lateral boundaries, which 
108 capture the two sides of the catchment. To allow better and more realistic representation of glacier 
109 flow near the terminus, we apply a Glen enhancement factor of 6.0 along observed shear margins on 
110 the lower trunk where ice flows into the sea. This equates to a doubling of ice deformability (Placidi 
111 and others, 2010), which, lacking data, is a reasonable assumption given the observed high strain 
112 rates. We also impose a sea-water pressure condition on the calving front and its base.

113 The glacier terminus is allowed to float where the ice thickness is small enough to permit it, 
114 which makes the simulation of the grounding line more realistic than in our previous study (Cook 
115 and others, 2020). The addition of this set of processes also means that three free surfaces are 
116 present and allowed to evolve throughout each simulation. The upper free surface is subject to a 
117 surface mass balance (SMB) accumulation flux (which may be negative, representing ablation) 
118 boundary condition, varying daily to provide realistic mass forcing for the model. This is taken from 
119 RACMO 2.3p2 data provided daily with a 1 km spatial resolution (van Wessem and others, 2018). The 
120 bottom free surface consists of any parts of the glacier terminus that have become ungrounded, and 
121 to which a seasonally varying basal melt rate of 2.3 m d-1 in winter and 4.2 m d-1 in summer is 
122 applied, following Todd and others (2018). 

123 We also apply an ice mélange forcing as back pressure to the calving front between 1st 
124 February and the first day of ice free conditions, which was 29th May in 2012 and 8 July in 2017. The 
125 backstress provided by the mélange is applied with a constant value of 45 kPa over a thickness of 75 
126 m, which follows the intermediate forcing scenario described by Todd and others (2019) and is in 
127 good agreement with the backstress estimated by Walter and others (2012) at Store.

128 The ice mesh was refined to reach the maximum resolution of 100 m near the calving front, 
129 coarsening gradually to 2 km beyond 20 km inland. In contrast to the set up used previously by Cook 
130 and others (2020), the frontal free surface in this study is allowed to evolve, given variations in ice 
131 flux and calving events, which occur when surface crevasses and basal crevasses penetrate the full 
132 ice thickness in an arch that intersects the front of the glacier in two places and thereby forms a 
133 detachable iceberg. In contrast to previous work with this calving model (Todd and others, 2018; 
134 2019), we also force the model with physical estimates of frontal melt rates derived from the 
135 implementation of a convective plume model as described below. 
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136 2.2.2. Subglacial hydrology

137 Store’s subglacial hydrology is modelled using the GlaDS (Glacier Drainage System) module within 
138 Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini and Werder, 2018). Full details of the model are available in Werder and 
139 others (2013), and its implementation in this context is detailed in Cook and others (2020). GlaDS 
140 simulates an inefficient sheet drainage layer and an efficient channelised network, allowing the 
141 drainage to evolve as meltwater inputs change. Switching between the two types of drainage is 
142 triggered by localised concentrations of water in the sheet.

143 GlaDS is run on a separate 2D mesh distinct from the 3D ice-flow mesh, but replicating its 
144 footprint. This allows a finer GlaDS mesh resolution, starting at 100 m in the lowermost 20 km of the 
145 domain and coarsening to 2 km only in the uppermost portion of the domain, beyond 100 km from 
146 the front. In terms of boundary conditions, channels are not allowed to form along any of the 
147 boundaries of the hydrology mesh domain and no water flow is assumed or permitted to occur 
148 across the lateral or inflow boundaries. The hydraulic potential ( ) is set to 0 at the grounding line, 𝜙
149 where the calving front is at flotation, following Eq. (1) and (2):

150 𝜙 =  𝜌𝑤𝑔𝑍 +  𝑃𝑤

151 (1)

152 𝑃𝑤 = 𝜌𝑤𝑔(𝑍𝑠𝑙 ― 𝑍)

153 (2)

154 Where  is the density of water at the grounding line (i.e. of seawater in this case),  is the 𝜌𝑤 𝑔
155 gravitational constant,  is the elevation with respect to sea level,  is the basal water pressure, 𝑍 𝑃𝑤

156 and  = 0 is sea level. We neglect here the difference in density between fresh water and seawater 𝑍𝑠𝑙

157 as a simplifying assumption.

158 Boundary conditions are also applied to all fjord-connected ungrounded areas setting all 
159 hydrological variables to zero, as water that reaches these areas has left the grounded subglacial 
160 hydrological system that GlaDS models and entered the fjord. Basal water pressure, however, is set 
161 equal to Eq. (2). Input to the hydrological system is provided using surface runoff data from RACMO 
162 2.3p2 (van Wessem and others, 2018).

163 Input to GlaDS is calculated at each mesh node from surface runoff derived by RACMO 2.3p2 
164 (van Wessem and others, 2018) and basal melt, which is calculated in the model from the basal heat 
165 budget. The inclusion of basal melt means that an active hydrological system with channels exists all 
166 year round near the terminus, which is a realistic initial representation of the subglacial hydrology of 
167 Store given high rates of subglacial discharge observed even in winter months (Chauché and others, 
168 2014).

169 The parameters for GlaDS (Table 1) are identical to those used previously in studies of 
170 Greenland subglacial hydrology (Gagliardini and Werder (2018); Cook and others (2020)). With 
171 sensitivity explored in those studies as well as in the original work by Werder and others (2013), we 
172 consider further sensitivity analysis beyond the scope of this study.

173 Table 1 – Parameters used in GlaDS model for all model runs in this study.
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Description Symbol Value Units

Pressure melt coefficient 𝑐𝑡 7.5 · 10-8 K Pa-1

Heat capacity of water 𝑐𝑤 4220 J kg-1 K-1

Sheet flow exponent 𝛼𝑠 3

Sheet flow exponent 𝛽𝑠 2

Channel flow exponent 𝛼𝑐 5/4

Channel flow exponent 𝛽𝑐 3/2

Sheet conductivity 𝑘𝑠 0.0002 m s kg-1

Channel conductivity 𝑘𝑐 0.1 m3/2 kg-1/2

Sheet width below 

channel

𝑙𝑐
20 m

Cavity spacing 𝑙𝑟 100 m

Bedrock bump height ℎ𝑟 1 m

Englacial void ratio 𝑒𝑣 10-4

174

175 2.2.3. Plume model

176 The plume model is based on buoyant plume theory (Jenkins, 2011; Slater and others, 2016). The 
177 model simulates a continuous sheet-style ‘line’ plume across the width of the calving front, split into 
178 continuous segments centred on each grounding-line node on the ice mesh, as described by Cook 
179 and others (2020). This plume geometry is supported by the limited observational data available for 
180 tidewater glaciers (Fried and others, 2015; Jackson and others, 2017). Where the calving front is 
181 ungrounded, we apply the plumes with the same discharge as at the grounding line, thereby 
182 assuming that the discharge is unaffected by the floating portion of the terminus. This simplification 
183 ignores mixing of waters, which may occur in the cavity.

184 The input to the plume model is provided by subglacial discharge derived as the sum of 
185 channel and sheet discharge from GlaDS at each grounding-line node on the hydrology mesh. The 
186 resulting plume-induced melt rates are then applied to the frontal boundary of the ice mesh. Winter 
187 and summer data on oceanographic conditions (temperature and salinity) in the fjord are taken from 
188 conductivity-temperature-depth casts made near the calving front as described previously (Cook and 
189 others (2020)) (see also their Fig. 2). 

190 2.2.4. Model coupling

191 As a unique feature of this work, we implement full two-way couplings between i) ice flow and 
192 hydrological systems, ii) subglacial discharge and calving and iii) changes in the frontal geometry, 
193 which influence ice flow when icebergs break off. This advanced coupling is achieved in three steps. 
194 Firstly, we apply plume-induced melt rates as a forcing to the terminus of the glacier, which 
195 influences its geometry and velocity due to undercutting. Secondly, the modelled basal water 
196 pressure is used to predict the opening of basal crevasses, which play a major role in the model’s 
197 calving mechanism, as described previously (Todd and others, 2018). Thirdly, a Coulomb-type sliding 
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198 law (Gagliardini and others, 2007) is implemented to link ice velocities to the effective pressures in 
199 the hydrological system:

200 𝜏𝑏 = 𝑆𝑁[ 𝜒𝑢 ―𝑛
𝑏

(1 + 𝑎𝜒𝑞)]
1
𝑛
𝑢𝑏

201 (3)

202 Where

203 𝑎 =
(𝑞 ― 1)𝑞 ― 1

𝑞𝑞

204 (4)

205 And

206 𝜒 =
𝑢𝑏

𝑆𝑛𝑁𝑛𝐴𝑠

207 (5)

208 Where  is a constant equal to the maximum bed slope of the glacier (here set to 0.9);  is 𝑆 𝑁
209 the effective pressure;  is the basal velocity;  is a constant, typically equal to three (this is the 𝑢𝑏 𝑛
210 constant from Glen’s flow law), the value used here;  is a constant, typically equal to one, as used 𝑞
211 here; and  is the sliding coefficient. The value of this coefficient was tuned to provide the best 𝐴𝑠

212 match to observed velocities, being set to 9 x 104 m Pa-3 a-1 beneath the terminus and up to 15 km 
213 inland, increasing to 9 x 105 m Pa-3 a-1 beyond 25 km inland, with a linear transition between the two 
214 values between 15 and 25 km inland. Sensitivity analysis suggested, however, that the velocity at the 
215 terminus of the glacier was relatively insensitive to the value of , as all runs eventually converged 𝐴𝑠

216 towards the same velocity for a wide range of coefficients (not shown).

217 The model timestep was set to 0.1 days, with the GlaDS and plume models running every 
218 timestep. The less-rapidly changing variables on the ice mesh, including determination of calving 
219 events and the Stokes and ice-temperature solutions, were only computed every day (i.e. every 10 
220 timesteps) in order to reduce the computation time. 

221 2.3. Modelling procedure

222 2.3.1. Model relaxation

223 Given the complexity of the fully coupled model, relaxation was undertaken in several phases to 
224 allow individual model components to relax before running a fully coupled relaxation as the final 
225 step. The workflow was: 

226  Step 1: Steady-state simulation to obtain a converged temperature-velocity field.
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227  Step 2: Steady-state inversion from the results of Step 1 to obtain values for the friction 
228 coefficient at the base of the glacier.
229  Step 3: Transient simulation lasting 10 years where the geometry of the ice was allowed to 
230 evolve, using the basal friction field from Step 2. No hydrology, no plumes and no calving.
231  Step 4: Transient simulation lasting 1 year to initialise the subglacial hydrology, using the 
232 geometry obtained from Step 3 and the friction field obtained from Step 2 to provide a 
233 constant ice velocity. GlaDS is turned on, but not coupled to the overlying ice. Basal water 
234 system contains basally produced meltwater only. No calving.
235  Step 5: Transient simulation lasting 4 years, using the hydrological system obtained from 
236 Step 4 and the geometry from Step 3 to relax the coupled hydrology-plumes-ice system. No 
237 calving.
238  Step 6: Transient simulation lasting 30 years with all model components present and 
239 coupled to allow relaxation of the entire system. Calving is turned on.

240 2.3.2. Model experiments

241 The relaxation procedure described above was used as the basis for two one-year experiments, 
242 aiming to replicate the behaviour of Store in 2012 (a high-runoff year with 3.2 km3 of total runoff) 
243 and 2017 (a low-runoff year, 1.3 km3 of runoff). We choose to simulate Store during these years 
244 because 2012 represents an extreme melt year comparable with conditions in future climate 
245 warming scenarios while 2017 was a representative year with a comparatively cool summer. Both 
246 runs were started from the end of the last year of relaxation, so any differences between the two 
247 runs can be ascribed to the contrasting forcing imposed by runoff, with the assumption that runoff is 
248 delivered to the bed in the grid cell below which it was produced. The latter is justified on the basis 
249 of supraglacial stream networks developing only in limited extent on Store due to its undulating and 
250 crevassed surface.  In the lower-altitude areas below 1,000 m elevation, which is where the majority 
251 of runoff is produced, meltwater is stored in lakes or water-filled crevasses, both of which drains 
252 regularly through hydro-fracture (Chudley et al. 2021). The small distances over which surface 
253 meltwater is transported at higher elevation is dwarfed by the length of subglacial drainage paths 
254 (see, e.g. Chudley and others (2019), where large crevasse fields are documented 30 km inland on 
255 Store and the longest recorded supraglacial stream is 3 km in length). 

256 3. RESULTS
257 This section summarises the key simulation results. Section 3.1 presents results related to the 
258 subglacial hydrology of Store, which differ from Cook and others (2020) in that there is a two-way 
259 coupling of hydrology and the flow of ice above. Section 3.2 deals with the calving activity, which is 
260 influenced by plume melting and also has a two-way coupling with the simulated ice flow in the 
261 model. 
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262 3.1. Subglacial hydrology and ice flow

263 3.1.1 Channel formation and ice-flow response downstream of site S30

264 A key feature of the fully coupled model is the coupling between ice flow and basal drainage in an 
265 evolving tidewater glacier system, shown by the interaction between ice velocity, basal water 
266 pressure and the degree of channelisation of the subglacial drainage system. In the region 
267 immediately downstream of site S30 (Fig. 3c), where basal water pressure has been observed (Doyle 
268 and others, 2018), ice velocity varies between 620 m a-1 to 670 m a-1 in the period leading up to the 
269 2012 melt season (Fig. 2a) and there is no channelisation in the absence of surface melting (Fig. 2b). 
270 As surface melt begins at the end of May, basal water pressure in this region rapidly increases to 7.4 
271 MPa or 90% of ice overburden (average ice thickness in the model in this region is 915 m) in the first 
272 week of June. This is a significant increase from preceding values of 5.2-5.3 MPa (64% of ice 
273 overburden). However, this change does not immediately influence the ice velocity as melt levels are 
274 still low (<0.2 x 108 m3 d-1, <10 m d-1 locally). Velocity thus begins a slow increase, reaching 630 m a-1, 
275 as the additional water is absorbed by an increase in sheet thickness to 0.115 m. A second peak in 
276 basal water pressure is then reached on the 19th June following a broad peak in runoff at 0.5 x 108 
277 m3 d-1 (0.05 m d-1 locally), with pressure reaching 7.5 MPa, leading to velocity reaching 650 m a-1, 
278 before declining to 640 m a-1, as most of the water is again absorbed by a further increase in sheet 
279 thickness, to 0.16 m (from 0.11 m; a small drop from 0.115 m having occurred in the meantime). 
280 Channels also begin to form at this time, but remain small (1.4 m2 in cross-sectional area on average 
281 on the 19th June) and have limited influence as the water sheet remains the main drainage pathway. 

282 Continued and higher surface runoff, producing a much sharper melt peak of 1.0 x 108 m3 d-1 
283 (0.1 m d-1 locally), leads to a third peak in basal water pressure, of 7.5 MPa, on the 12th July. Some of 
284 this is accommodated in the water sheet, which grows to a thickness of 0.13 m, but the higher level 
285 of runoff compared to the previous peak then exceeds the drainage capacity of the inefficient sheet 
286 drainage system. Combined with widespread surface melting having progressed to higher elevations 
287 and there being therefore fewer longitudinal constraints on ice flow, this means that there is a 
288 greater velocity response (a peak of 750 m a-1) to the increased basal water pressure. This expansion 
289 of the inefficient sheet drainage system also allows substantial channel growth, with average cross-
290 sectional area now exceeding 7 m2, though channel growth occurs too late to mitigate the initial 
291 velocity response to the increased basal water pressure in the sheet. However, channelisation then 
292 leads to rapid drainage of the excess water in the sheet, with sheet thickness dropping to 0.07 m in 
293 the third week of July and the beginning of a declining trend in basal water pressure. The channels 
294 also show some decay, with average cross-sectional area falling to 5 m2 at this point.

295 Two further water-pressure peaks then occur later in the melt season, one at the end of July 
296 (27th) and one at the start of August (5th) (the first peaking at 7.5 MPa, the second at 7.2 MPa). The 
297 first peak, on the 27th July (from 0.9 x 108 m3 d-1 of runoff; 0.09 m d-1 locally), leads to a rapid rise in 
298 sheet thickness to 0.11 m downstream of site S30 and an increase in average channel cross-sectional 
299 area to 8 m2, after which the sheet thickness reduces to 0.075 m (Fig. 2). Therefore, velocity 
300 responds strongly to this first peak, reaching a seasonal maximum of 900 m a-1, from which it rapidly 
301 drops to under 650 m a-1. The second pressure peak just over a week later, on the 5th August (from 
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302 0.8 x 108 m3 d-1; 0.08 m d-1 locally), however, despite being of similar magnitude to the first, 
303 occasions a weaker velocity response (velocities stay below 670 m a-1) and a smaller sheet-thickness 
304 peak (0.10 m). Instead, the average cross-sectional area of the channels rises rapidly to its seasonal 
305 high point of 10.5 m2, leading to efficient evacuation of the excess water and explaining the reduced 
306 velocity response. Following this, sheet thickness drops to its lowest level of the summer, reaching 
307 0.039 m (i.e., nearly returning to its pre-melt-season value) a further week later, on the 13th August. 
308 Basal water pressure downstream of site S30 also hits a minimum of 5.4 MPa at this time as channel 
309 growth reduces pressure in the subglacial drainage system. A final water-pressure peak (7.5 MPa) on 
310 the 16th August then produces a very limited velocity response, as both the sheet and the 
311 channelised system have sufficient spare capacity to accommodate the excess water from a much 
312 smaller melt peak (0.4 x 108 m3 d-1, 0.04 m d-1 locally). The general mechanism behind this is (see, 
313 e.g., Sharp and others, 1993; Mair and others, 2003; Willis and others, 2009): initial runoff rapidly 
314 fills up the inefficient drainage system (the sheet in the model), leading to a large velocity response 
315 as the excess water cannot drain, and also encouraging the growth of larger channels. Once the 
316 latter reach a sufficient size, they are able to drain the bed efficiently, leading to water being lost 
317 from the sheet into these channels and reducing the velocity response to renewed water-input and -
318 pressure peaks. This example also shows the importance of the degree of channelisation in 
319 controlling the model’s behaviour, which will be further explored in the discussion (Section 4).

320 Summer 2017 shows how this coupling reacts in a situation where extensive channelisation 
321 never occurs because runoff is too low. The pronounced trough in surface runoff, with virtually no 
322 melt between the 30th June and the 6th July (Fig. 2f), almost completely resets the nascent expansion 
323 of the subglacial drainage network downstream of site S30 where sheet thickness drops to 0.04 m 
324 from a high of 0.11 m on the 28th June, coming close to the pre-melt-season value of 0.025 m, whilst 
325 channels almost completely close up and basal water pressure falls to 5.2 MPa from a peak of 6.5 
326 MPa on the 26th June (Fig. 2e). Subsequent increases in runoff are therefore mostly accommodated 
327 within the sheet, whose thickness never exceeds 0.14 m. There is consequently little channel 
328 growth, with channel area remaining flat at 1.3-1.4 m2 for over a month from the 16th July to the 26th 
329 August, and very little velocity response to changing basal water pressures (Fig. 2d). The only 
330 exception to this is the surface-melt spike on the 30th August, which produces the highest basal 
331 water pressure of the summer (7.6 MPa) on the 31st August, leading to velocity peaking at 770 m a-1. 
332 Runoff locally on the 30th is 0.04 m d-1, making this peak comparable to the 16th August surface-melt 
333 peak in 2012. In 2012, this peak produced virtually no velocity response, however, as the channel 
334 area was three times larger, allowing the water to be evacuated efficiently. In 2017, the stunted 
335 channel network was less efficient, leading to the stronger velocity response. This reinforces the 
336 importance of the degree of channelisation in controlling the behaviour of the modelled ice.
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337

a

b

c

d

e

f

338 Fig. 2 – Coupled hydrology and ice flow downstream of site S30 in the model domain in May-September 2012 (left; a-c) and 
339 May-September 2017 (right; d-f) (location is shown in red box in Fig. 3c). a shows basal water pressure and 3-day smoothed 
340 velocity for summer 2012; b shows sheet thickness and channel cross-sectional area as proxies for the development of the 
341 inefficient and efficient drainage systems, respectively, for summer 2012. c shows input to the subglacial hydrological 
342 system from RACMO 2.3p2 surface runoff data for Store as a whole and the local average melt rate for summer 2012. d, e 
343 and f  show the same as a, b and c, but for summer 2017. Note how variable the velocity response is to a given water-
344 pressure change based on the degree of channelisation and sheet capacity in the subglacial drainage model. Also note 
345 different channel area axis on e compared to b.

346 3.1.2 Channel extent

347 It is clear that the higher runoff in 2012 (3.2x109 m3 in total) compared to 2017 (1.3x109 m3) leads to 
348 the development of a more extensive subglacial system consisting of larger channels, which 
349 discharge more water. The peak channelised area is reached on 15th July in 2012 (8% of the model 
350 domain) and 4th August in 2017 (5%). At this peak, channels over 1 m2 in area within a clear 
351 arborescent system reach 41 km inland in 2012 and 29 km in 2017 (Fig. 3c, 3f). Median channel area 
352 at this peak extent in 2017 is 30% lower than in 2012, and all other variables point in the same 
353 direction: median channel flux is 46% lower, and the channelised area is 43% lower. In addition to 
354 this clearly larger channelised system in 2012, the mean sheet thickness in 2017 is 13% lower, and 
355 the mean sheet discharge is 64% lower; yet, the mean effective pressure is only 3% higher than in 
356 2012, indicating that the expanded system in 2012 is still not sufficiently channelised overall to 
357 produce a truly efficient drainage system with low basal water pressures in the face of high water 
358 inputs.  The greater surface-melt input in 2012 feeds through into plume melting at the terminus, 
359 which explains why the mean plume melt rate is 22% lower in 2017, whilst the mean of the daily 
360 maxima in plume melt rates is 12% lower, leading to the total volume of plume melting in 2017 
361 being 27% lower than in 2012. Key hydrological quantities for both simulations are shown in Table 2.
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362 Table 2 –  Summary of hydrological conditions and melt in 2012 and 2017. The channel, sheet and pressure statistics are 
363 taken from the final timestep across the entire model domain (columns marked ‘End’) or the timestep where maximum 
364 Area Channelised was reached (columns marked ‘Peak’ – this occurred on 15th July for 2012 and 4th August for 2017); the 
365 pressure statistics include the effect of both channels and the sheet. The plume statistics are taken from the calving front 
366 across all timesteps. 'Area Channelised' refers to the percentage of the possible channel segments occupied by channels. 
367 Channel statistics exclude channels smaller than 1 m2 in cross sectional area; the median is also preferred for channels as a 
368 small number of much larger and more active channels bias the mean. ‘Mean maximum plume melt rate’ is the mean of the 
369 daily maxima in plume melt rates across the whole length of the simulation.

2012 2017
Peak 

(15th July) End Peak 
(4th Aug.) End

Median channel 
area (m2) 3.68 13.2 2.57 7.85

Median channel 
flux (m3 s-1) 4.11 0.22 2.20 0.32

Area channelised 
(%) 8.03 1.39 4.57 1.42

Mean sheet 
discharge (m3 s-1) 0.015 0.0005 0.005 0.0005

Mean sheet 
thickness (m) 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.07

Mean effective 
pressure (MPa) 1.73 2.40 1.79 2.39

Mean plume melt 
rate (m d-1) 0.34 0.27

Mean maximum 
plume melt rate 

(m d-1)
4.78 4.19

Total plume melt 
(m3 a-1 x108) 6.46 4.69

370

371 Despite this difference in peak channelised extent in 2012 and 2017, the subglacial 
372 hydrological system returns to a near-identical state and extent at the end of each simulation (Fig. 
373 3), with remaining channels confined to the lower 5 km of the glacier terminus (Fig. 3a, 3d). The 
374 similarity of the sheet and pressure variables between the two years suggests the hydrological 
375 systems in each year are rapidly converging towards a comparable state, indicating that the 
376 hydrological system by the end of winter (31st Dec.) is not greatly influenced by the extent to which 
377 it grew in the preceding summer. 

378
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379

a b

d e
31st March 2012 15th June 2012

31st March 2017 4th July 2017

c

f
15th July 2012 (max)

4th August 2017 (max)

380 Fig. 3 – Modelled subglacial channel networks at Store in 2012 and 2017.The cyan line shows the grounding line. a shows 
381 the channel extent on March 31st 2012; b shows the channel extent one month before peak channelisation; and c shows 
382 the peak channel extent in 2012 (achieved on 15th July). The red box shows the location of Fig. 2 and the red dot shows site 
383 S30, where basal water pressure records are reported by Doyle and others (2018). d shows the channel extent on March 
384 31st 2017; e shows the channel extent one month before peak channelisation; and f shows the peak channel extent in 2017 
385 (achieved on 4th August). Panels a and d are also representative of the channel network present at the end of their 
386 respective simulations. Note how much more extensive the subglacial drainage network is in 2012 compared to 2017, and 
387 how rapidly channels grow in the month preceding peak channelisation.

388 3.1.3 Subglacial discharge and plumes

389 The subglacial hydrological system discharges into the fjord, leading to the creation of upwelling 
390 plumes of fresh glacial meltwater that drive melting of the submerged portion of the terminus in our 
391 model. Considering the location and distribution of plume melting at the front, 2012 (Fig. 4a) shows 
392 two very clear sites of plume activity that remain stationary over the length of the simulation. The 
393 primary region is on the southern side of the terminus, with three main plumes, and a secondary 
394 region containing only one plume is visible on the northern side. There is comparatively little activity 
395 elsewhere along the submerged ice front. In 2017 (Fig. 4b), the distribution of plume activity is much 
396 more uniform; the northern plume is still visible, but the southern one has disappeared. Melt 
397 undercutting is therefore much more evenly distributed in 2017, even if actual melt rates are higher 
398 in 2012 (0.34 m d-1 compared to 0.27 m d-1 on average; see Table 2), but with a much greater degree 
399 of spatial heterogeneity. 
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400

a

b

2012

2017

N S

401 Fig. 4 – Heat map of plume activity in a 2012 and b 2017 simulations. Areas with a value of 1 show the highest mean plume 
402 melt rates across the entire length of the model run (note therefore that the index values are relative to each individual 
403 simulation – see Table 2 for total melt for each simulation –  and should not be taken as showing similar levels of melt 
404 between simulations); areas with a value of 0 show no plume activity at any point. North is to the left and south to the 
405 right. Note logarithmic scale and how 2017 shows uniform plume activity along the entire ice front, whereas plumes are 
406 fixed at specific locations in 2012.

407 Basal melt from friction across the entire 4400 km2 area of the model domain (Fig. 1) is 
408 similar in both years, with short-lived speed-up events and variations in sliding too small to 
409 substantially change the annual meltwater production at the bed. Basal melt therefore remains a 
410 little below 106 m3 d-1,. It is notable that plume melting is at or above basal melt in terms of volume, 
411 despite occurring purely on the 2 km2 surface area of the submerged portion of the calving front, 
412 showing the powerful nature of plume melting and ice-ocean interactions. In the melt season in 
413 2012, plume melting increases by nearly an order of magnitude, staying above 3 x 106 m3 d-1 for 
414 nearly all of June, July and August, and repeatedly peaking at 8 x 106 m3 d-1 in June and July. In 2017, 
415 though, this summer increase is smaller because less runoff is produced, with a single peak at 5 x 106 
416 m3 d-1 on the 29th July and melt quantities otherwise at or below 3 x 106 m3 d-1. Conversely, the 
417 subsequent decline in plume melting back towards the 106 m3 d-1 level as winter returns is much less 
418 evident in 2017 than 2012, with plume melt rates maintaining a higher level through to the end of 
419 the year. The reason behind the latter is more runoff remains stored in the distributed sheet in 2017 
420 compared to 2012, when the channelised system was much more extensive. Outside of this general 
421 seasonal pattern of more plume melt in summer and less in winter, however, there is little 
422 relationship between runoff and plume melt, with peaks and troughs in the former not necessarily 
423 leading to similar features in the latter. The relationship between all these factors, and how they 
424 compare to previous modelling of Store (Cook and others, 2020), will be discussed further in Section 
425 4.
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426

a

b

2012

2017

427 Fig. 5 – Time series of melt quantities in a 2012 and b 2017. The blue line shows runoff input to the hydrological system; the 
428 grey line shows input to the system from melting at the ice-bed interface; the red line shows melting caused by plumes at 
429 the calving front; and the dotted black line shows the percentage of the subglacial hydrological system occupied by 
430 channels >1m2 in area as a proxy for evolution of the system (right axis). Note how basal melt is largely constant whilst 
431 plume melting shows some seasonality.

432 3.1.4 – Basal conditions in the whole domain and at the terminus

433 As the key driver of the evolution of the subglacial hydrological system, runoff is also the key 
434 determinant of domain-averaged basal water pressure (Fig. 6), with correlation coefficient (r) = 0.75 
435 between daily meltwater input and domain-averaged daily basal water pressure for 2012 and r = 
436 0.61 for 2017. Basal water pressure shows a similar general pattern to channelisation (Fig. 5; 
437 compare with Fig. 6): a minimum of 6.7 MPa (81% of ice overburden; coincidentally, the average ice 
438 thickness across the entire domain is also 915 m, the same as in the ice thickness in the smaller 
439 inland region considered specifically in Fig. 2) in March-April before the melt season. As runoff sets 
440 in and surface water is routed to the bed, basal water pressures increase suddenly, with peaks 
441 reaching 8.2 MPa (99% of overburden) in 2012 and 9.2 MPa (112%) in 2017. The latter produces a 
442 negative effective pressure in the model, which, from an ice dynamics point of view, is treated as 
443 zero friction, i.e. there is no additional hydraulic jacking or uplift caused by these modelled high 
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444 water pressures. However, a subsequent gradual decline in the final quarter of the year reduces 
445 basal water pressures to below 7.0 MPa (85%). In 2012 (Fig. 6a), there is a declining trend in basal 
446 water pressure in the whole domain, from the end of May to mid-August, before increasing again 
447 through to the end of September, after which it enters the late-year general decline. In 2017 (Fig. 
448 6b), though, there is an upward trend in basal water pressure throughout the summer melt season 
449 until mid-August, with a very short downward trend for the second half of August, before two late 
450 surface-melt spikes push pressures up again in September, leading to a general decline from October 
451 onwards. Additionally, 2017 exhibits a greater water-pressure response to these late-melt-season 
452 injections of runoff than 2012, with values fluctuating by as much as 2 MPa over the course of just 4 
453 days. 

454

a

b

2012

2017

455 Fig. 6 – Runoff (blue line) and domain-averaged basal water pressure (purple line) in a 2012 and b 2017 at Store. Notice 
456 how basal water pressure is closely linked to the runoff input.

457 Basal water pressure, in turn, as shown in the previous section, is one of the main factors 
458 controlling the ice velocity inland. This relationship is less clear at the terminus, owing to the greater 
459 importance of lateral, as opposed to basal, friction in determining flow. Since the domain-averaged 
460 basal water pressure does not necessarily dictate the ice velocity at the terminus (Fig. 7), we also 
461 consider variations in basal water pressure strictly beneath the terminus region (Fig. 7). The 
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462 maximum ice overburden pressure in this region is 11.8 MPa, owing to the very deep trough 
463 immediately behind the terminus; consequently, the average basal water pressure is dominated by 
464 the high basal water pressure values found in this trough. An average basal water pressure of 10 
465 MPa is therefore broadly equivalent to 100% of ice overburden. In 2012, basal water pressures 
466 decrease from 9 MPa at the end of May to 6 MPa at the end of September, mirroring the drop in 
467 terminus velocity. In 2017, we find basal water pressures in this near-terminus region to vary very 
468 little, remaining at 10 MPa. The declining versus unchanged water-pressure profiles in 2012 and 
469 2017, respectively, partially explain why the corresponding velocity profiles evolved as discussed 
470 above. 

471

a

b

2012

2017

472 Fig. 7 – Average terminus velocity (green line), domain-averaged basal water pressure (dashed purple line), and near-
473 terminus basal water pressure (solid purple line) at Store in a 2012 and b 2017. The near-terminus basal water pressure is 
474 the average basal water pressure at the bed between 4 and 10 km inland of the terminus, to remove any variations 
475 associated with (un)grounding of the front.

476 3.2. Ice flow and calving

477 The modelled calving behaviour at Store is seen in Fig. 8, which shows that the distribution of 
478 icebergs by size in both years is quite similar, with a distinct modal peak in the 3-5 x 105 m3 range. 
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479 Our model produces 2,571 calving events larger than the cut-off size of 1 m3 in 2012 and 1,677 
480 similar events in 2017, with a mean size of 1.8 x 106 and 1.1 x 106 m3, respectively. Of these events, 
481 53% (2012) and 59% (2017) are of a size of 105-106 m3, representing 13% and 24% of total calving 
482 volume loss, respectively. The largest events (>106 m3) account for 29% and 22% of the total number 
483 of events in 2012 and 2017, although a much larger fraction in terms of volume: 87% and 76%, 
484 respectively.

485

486

a

b

2012

2017

487 Fig. 8 – Histograms (red bars) and cumulative distribution functions (black line) of modelled calving events at Store by size 
488 in a 2012 and b 2017. Note similar distribution in both years.

489 Both 2012 and 2017 show large day-to-day variability in their modelled calving behaviour. 
490 However, there is a similar temporal trend in both years (Fig. 9): variable calving at rates of between 
491 5 and 15 events per day in the first part of the year, which drops noticeably to below 5 events per 
492 day in the early summer. This is defined as the second week of June in 2012 and the first week of 
493 July in 2017. In 2017 (Fig. 9b), this drop coincides with the observed and modelled break-up of the 
494 proglacial mélange on 8th July, but, in 2012 (Fig. 9a), it occurs about three weeks after the modelled 
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495 mélange break-up. The primary control on this pattern is the seasonal change in terminus velocity 
496 driven primarily by hydrology, as discussed above, with drops in velocity matching with the modelled 
497 drops in calving activity. In 2012, velocity drops from 4300 m a-1 to 4100 m a-1; in 2017 the drop is 
498 from 4600 to 4200 m a-1 (Fig. 10). This interplay of velocity and calving also influences the terminus 
499 position (Fig. 10) – both years show advance in the terminus through to modelled mélange break-up. 
500 In 2012, the modelled terminus advances several kilometres until 29th May, after which it retreats as 
501 both velocity and calving rates decline. In 2017, the terminus advances at a slower rate throughout 
502 summer and the retreat starts in September. While calving activity drops to approximately 5 events 
503 per day on average when the melt season starts, both years show a return in activity, with around 10 
504 events per day on average in the late summer (July in 2012; August in 2017). Velocity continues to 
505 decline in this period in 2012, reaching a minimum of 3700 m a-1 in the first week of September. The 
506 terminus position consequently retreats to a position only 1 km advanced from that at the start of 
507 the simulation, reaching this minimum at the end of November. In 2017, the velocity remains 
508 unchanged at around 4200 m a-1 with no further decline, which accounts for the less-marked drop in 
509 calving rates that year and the stable terminus position throughout autumn. By the end of the year, 
510 however, both simulations show an upwards trend in calving activity, moving back towards 10-15 
511 events per day, which can be linked to the upwards trend in velocity occurring at the same time. In 
512 both years, the ice velocity increases to around 4250 m a-1 which is similar to the initialised velocity 
513 in each run. As such, in 2012, a small re-advance is seen in December, with the terminus returning to 
514 the 3-km mark. In 2017, however, the uptick is smaller and the terminus remains at its autumnal 
515 position around the 4-km threshold.
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516

a

b

2012

2017

517 Fig. 9 – Time series of modelled calving at Store for a 2012 and b 2017. Red lines show the rate of calving event occurrences 
518 per day; blue lines show the volume loss rate per day. The solid lines show the 3-day moving average; the dotted lines show 
519 the actual daily totals. Vertical black lines show the timing of mélange break-up. The large volume peak in panel a is the 
520 result of several large calving events happening to coincide, rather than one anomalously large event.
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521

a

b

2012

2017

522 Fig. 10 – Average terminus velocity (green line) and position (yellow line) at Store in a 2012 and b 2017. Note how higher 
523 velocities are associated with a lagged terminus advance and lower ones with a lagged retreat.

524 4. DISCUSSION
525 This section discusses the results presented in the previous section. Section 4.1 deals with the 
526 behaviour of the fully coupled model. Section 4.2 then considers model limitations, particularly with 
527 regard to a comparison between modelled and observed calving at Store.

528 4.1. Fully coupled model behaviour at Store

529 A highly variable calving activity, with significant day-by-day and week-by-week differences in both 
530 2012 and 2017, is a unique feature of our fully coupled model (Fig. 9). Our results provide theoretical 
531 insights to the complex nature of the interaction between ice flow, terminus position, basal 
532 hydrology, plume melting and calving. The characteristic features in our model may thus inform 
533 causal relationships and behaviour, which have so far not been modelled as directly or explicitly as 
534 we do in this study. Our findings therefore provide a quantitative framework for interpreting or 
535 inferring processes and mechanisms that control marine-terminating glaciers.
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536 The key factor within the subglacial hydrological system that controls velocity, and therefore 
537 also calving, is the extent of channelisation (Fig. 2). As noted in Section 3.1, our 2012 simulation 
538 shows a declining trend in basal water pressure in the first part of the melt season (Fig. 6), from May 
539 to mid-August, suggesting that the modelled degree of channelisation is sufficient to begin the 
540 transition to a widespread efficient drainage system at Store, as has been theorised to occur 
541 elsewhere in Greenland (Sole and others, 2011; Sundal and others, 2011; Tedstone and others, 2015; 
542 Davison and others, 2019). However, the basal water pressure still remains higher than in winter 
543 (Table 2). In 2017, by contrast, the decline in basal water pressures is more limited (Fig. 6), because 
544 channel growth and the extent of channelisation are much reduced (Table 2, Fig. 3, cf. Fig. 2). This 
545 limited channelisation also explains why surface-melt spikes in September in 2017 produce a much 
546 larger response in basal water pressure than in 2012 – the channelised system in both years has 
547 started to decay by this point (Fig. 5), but the more-developed 2012 system remains better able to 
548 accommodate higher melt inputs and consequently dampens the basal water pressure fluctuations. 
549 The modelled 2017 situation in September therefore has some similarities to the observed 
550 behaviour at the western margin of the GrIS in response to a week of warm, wet weather in late 
551 August-early September 2011, when unusually high surface runoff (from melt and precipitation) led 
552 to basal water pressure exceeding ice overburden pressure (reaching 101%) at site R13 in a borehole 
553 13 km inland from the margin (Doyle and others, 2015). In our model, the domain-averaged basal 
554 water pressure reaches 112% of ice overburden pressure very briefly in September 2017, but is 
555 otherwise in the 80-99% range.

556 Considering the model’s performance against observations more specifically in a localised 
557 area (the area downstream of S30, shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), we see that the model’s coupling 
558 produces a realistic behaviour in velocity terms in 2012, given that GPS records of ice flow at site S30 
559 have shown significant speed-up events in which ice flow transiently increases from average flow 
560 speeds of 630-650 m a-1 to >1000 m a-1 over the course of intense melt events lasting a few days 
561 (Doyle and others, 2018). Our model reproduces similar short-lived peaks in velocity (Fig. 2). Our 
562 model also reproduced basal water pressures close to the overburden pressure as observed during 
563 summer months in this region: Doyle and others (2018) report basal water pressures of 92-97% of 
564 the ice overburden in July and August, which is similar to our modelled basal water pressure peaks 
565 of 91-92% of ice overburden during summer. Prior to the onset of melt, the basal water pressures in 
566 the model are considerably lower (≈5.5 MPa or 65% of ice overburden, Fig. 2); however, this may 
567 stem from model initialisation or an absence of distributed basal drainage, which exists at this point 
568 in time in reality. Our modelled hydrological system is therefore qualitatively consistent with the 
569 predominantly inefficient drainage inferred from borehole observations at site S30 (Doyle and 
570 others, 2018), which is located in-between two major subglacial drainage pathways and therefore 
571 outside the main channelised network (Cook and others, 2020). However, our model indicates that 
572 the region immediately downstream of S30 (Fig. 2) sees more channel growth than the S30 borehole 
573 site itself (see Fig. 3 for location). Overall our model clearly shows that channelised basal drainage 
574 systems can form beneath Store, and we therefore suggest that tidewater glaciers generally may be 
575 able to develop similar systems.

576 This channelisation control on velocity is confined to the region where the channelised 
577 network waxes and wanes seasonally, which means it excludes the terminus region (<10 km from 
578 calving front), where channels exist continuously year-round, as well as the interior region (>40 km 
579 inland of the calving front), where channels physically cannot form.  According to our model, the 
580 terminus should contain large channels with cross sectional areas on the order of hundreds of 
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581 square metres or more in summer (Fig. 3a, 3d) and persisting even throughout winter (Table 2). 
582 Hence, channelisation extends inland, starting from the terminus region when runoff first sets in, 
583 which occurred early (April) in 2012 and much later (June) in 2017. The corresponding terminus 
584 velocity peak (Fig. 7) is mainly a response to pressurisation when these winter channels start to 
585 receive runoff (Fig. 6a), although there is also a contribution from higher driving stresses due to 
586 winter accumulation thickening the terminus. Inland, however, where the channel network is not 
587 present year-round, the modelled velocity variations are predominantly a response to channelisation 
588 (Fig. 2). As runoff then increases into summer, however, the terminus velocity declines as the 
589 channel network develops and becomes increasingly efficient (Fig. 3), with modelled velocity 
590 reaching a minimum in September. As the channelised system subsequently decays, velocity 
591 increases through to the end of the year, reflecting the return of a higher-pressure, more distributed 
592 system. This matches up with the Type 3 behaviour (mid-summer slowdown with a winter rebound 
593 in velocity) and posited cause described by Moon and others (2014), which they observe at Store in 
594 2012, providing further validation of the fully coupled model’s ability in replicating the behaviour of 
595 Store.

596 The behaviour of terminus velocity in 2017, however (Fig. 7b), is more reminiscent of Type 2 
597 behaviour (stable velocity from late summer through to early spring, with an early-summer velocity 
598 peak) according to the classification of Moon and others (2014). In this simulation, we obtain an 
599 early-melt-season (June) velocity peak at the onset of runoff (Fig. 6b), before a return to lower 
600 velocities, similar to the pre-melt velocity, unlike in 2012, where summer velocity drops below the 
601 start-of-year values (Fig. 7a). The reduced model channelisation in 2017 (compared to 2012) explains 
602 this – the initial runoff expands the channels beneath the terminus enough to manage the increased 
603 quantities of melt, but subsequent runoff is not enough to build a truly efficient channelised 
604 drainage system, meaning the subglacial environment, even at the terminus, remains in an 
605 intermediate, partly-channelised state that maintains higher basal water pressures (Fig. 7) and 
606 therefore also higher ice velocities. Our modelled simulations of ice flow in contrasting melt years 
607 therefore explain the observed heterogeneous nature of tidewater-glacier behaviour, both 
608 temporally and spatially (Moon and others, 2014; Csatho and others, 2014). This feature of our 
609 model is consistent with recent observations showing tidewater glaciers that have switched from 
610 one apparent type to another or even display both traits simultaneously (Vijay and others, 2019).

611 However, in both 2012 and 2017, we model an increased average basal water pressure 
612 across the model domain in summer, so, even when the modelled hydrology becomes truly efficient 
613 in 2012, the model domain, as a whole, is experiencing higher basal water pressures compared to 
614 the preceding winter. This is due to surface melt extending inland to regions where channel 
615 development is suppressed (Fig. 3c, 3f) owing to the low surface slope, evolving thickness and 
616 velocity of the ice (Dow and others, 2014). This feature of our model may explain why previous 
617 studies have observed interannual increase in ice flow in the interior of the GrIS (Doyle and others, 
618 2014), while flow at lower elevations in the same land-terminating catchment in western Greenland 
619 slowed down (van de Wal and others, 2008; Tedstone and others, 2015) due the easier formation of 
620 channels under thinner ice. The absence of detectable slowdown in this land-terminating region, 
621 when looking specifically at winter velocities (Joughin and others, 2018), shows that decadal 
622 slowdown is almost exclusively a result of peak channelisation in late summer. Our model of a 
623 marine-terminating glacier shows that subglacial channels that grow larger than 1 m2 typically close 
624 up over the course of <1 week when runoff ceases and thatthey generally vanish in winter, with the 
625 exception of the terminus region. The model also shows that the state of the subglacial drainage 
626 system at the end of each simulation is nearly identical (Fig. 3a, 3d; Table 2), despite large 
627 differences in the size and configuration of channels during the preceding summer season in 2012 
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628 and 2017 respectively. This shows that a significant enlargement of the channelised system during 
629 the record high melt year of 2012 did not increase the basal drainage efficiency of the subsequent 
630 winter. This suggests that fast-flowing tidewater glaciers like Store do not possess the long-lasting 
631 channels hypothesised to stabilise the land-terminating ice margin (Sole and others, 2013; Tedstone 
632 and others, 2015). Our model also does not support the hypothesis of large-scale dewatering of the 
633 bed lasting into winter owing to channel formation in summer (Hoffman and others, 2016). This is 
634 both due to reduced channelisation and the reduced importance of basal friction (as opposed to 
635 lateral friction) in controlling ice motion.

636 This study shows that the channels beneath Store may have extended 41 km inland in 2012, 
637 which is less than the 55 km reported previously when the GLaDS model was not coupled with the 
638 flow of ice (Cook and others, 2020), though the figure for 2017 is nearly identical (29 compared to 30 
639 km). The more restricted inland extent of the channelised system in 2012 in this study is due to the 
640 coupling between the hydrology and ice flow allowing the higher basal water pressures under the 
641 thicker ice inland to feed back into higher ice velocity, generating localised thickening as ice 
642 velocities downstream drop, increasing channel closure rates and consequently suppressing channel 
643 formation. Higher velocities inland caused by higher basal water pressure also lead to greater rates 
644 of cavity opening in the model, increasing water storage in the sheet, further reducing channel 
645 growth. Cavity closing is also suppressed by the lower effective pressure (Werder and others, 2013). 
646 The same processes operate in 2017, but there is less of an effect because there is a smaller 
647 meltwater input to grow channels, especially in the interior far inland, as there was much less runoff 
648 that year compared to 2012. These results show that ice flow is a critical component of the basal 
649 hydrological system and that previous work based on hydrological modelling alone (Banwell and 
650 others, 2013, 2016; de Fleurian and others, 2016; Cook and others, 2020) may have over-predicted 
651 the ability of channels to form and the extent to which channelised networks grow.

652 As the foregoing discussion makes clear, the fully coupled model is successful in producing 
653 realistic hydrology-velocity coupling and behaviour at Store. This then has an impact on calving at 
654 the terminus. Our results show that mélange break-up in our model is not the primary driver of the 
655 modelled change in calving rates, but that this change is being largely controlled by runoff and the 
656 development of the subglacial hydrological system. This does not mean mélange break-up has no 
657 effect on calving, but the fully coupled model results show that hydrology-driven velocity changes at 
658 the terminus can be equally important. This hydrological control was not captured in previous 
659 models of Store, either because hydrology was not a model feature (Morlighem and others, 2016; 
660 Todd and others, 2018, 2019) or because hydrology was not coupled to ice flow (Cook and others, 
661 2020). We note, however, that mélange buttressing is applied with a back stress of 45 kPa over a 
662 thickness of 75 m in this study, which is consistent with estimates by Walter and others (2012) for 
663 Store, although lower than the values of 120 kPa and 140 m used by Todd and others (2018) based 
664 on a UAV study of the mélange at the terminus. This difference in model set-up explains why our 
665 model shows a more subdued response to mélange formation and break-up compared to previous 
666 work (Todd and others, 2018), and we would expect mélange buttressing to make a larger 
667 contribution to the seasonal characteristics of Store if its backstress is higher than the values we 
668 have assumed here. With a more detailed study of the effect of mélange being beyond the scope of 
669 this study, we refer to previous work in which the sensitivity of calving to variation in mélange 
670 backstress was explored, including values similar to those used here (Todd and others, 2019). 

671 Whereas previous work posited a link between plume melting and calving at Store (Todd 
672 and others, 2018, 2019), we find the hydrology-induced changes in terminus velocity to exert a 
673 stronger control on calving when plumes are modelled physically. This finding stems from the 
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674 implementation of subglacial hydrology and buoyant meltwater plumes, which makes ice velocities 
675 in the model subject to the variations in basal drainage efficiency and terminus undercutting 
676 controlled by the subglacial discharge.  However, it is possible to link plume activity to individual 
677 calving events in the model, as shown in Fig. 11. This displays two examples of plume activity on the 
678 northern side of the calving front. The first example (Fig. 11a-e) shows the removal of a small 
679 promontory during 28th-31st March 2012, when perennial channels beneath the terminus discharge 
680 basal meltwater produced by basal friction alone into the fjord. This discharge forms a relatively 
681 strong plume with melt rates of 2 m d-1 in the vicinity of the promontory, weakening it over several 
682 days and leading to eventual calving. The second example (Fig. 11f-j) shows similar behaviour at the 
683 same part of the calving front, with stronger plumes (melt rates over 3 m d-1), occurring between the 
684 15th and 18th July 2012. This sequence of events is consistent with plume-triggered calving at 
685 tidewater-glacier termini (Benn and others, 2017), allowing us to be confident that the fully coupled 
686 model is indeed reproducing realistic tidewater-glacier behaviour. A realistic equivalent occurring at 
687 the approximate same location at Store is shown with time-lapse photographs in Fig. 12.

688

a
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c

d

e

f

g
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i

j

15th Jul.

15th Jul.

16th Jul.

17th Jul.

18th Jul.

28th Mar.

28th Mar.

29th Mar.

30th Mar.

31st Mar.

689 Fig. 11 – Examples of plume-calving interaction in the 2012 simulation. a shows the modelled terminus of Store on the 28th 
690 March. The red box indicates the area of interest, zoomed in and centred on for a day-by-day view in b-e – see how a 
691 promontory has calved off. f shows a second example of this process happening in summer, with day-by-day views in g-j. 
692 Note higher plume melt rates in and around the promontory that calves.

693 Considering calving-front plumes further, which are driven by the subglacial discharge from 
694 channels and lead to melting and calving at the terminus, a notable finding here is that the 
695 distribution of plume melt across the terminus is far more uniform in 2017 than in 2012 (Fig. 4). This 
696 key feature in our simulations reflects the impact of reduced channelisation at the terminus, with 
697 fewer and smaller channels forming ephemeral points of discharge along the terminus in 2017, 
698 which was a much colder summer compared to 2012. Maximum melt rates in 2012 are higher, and 
699 their impact is localised and much more concentrated; whereas the lower melt rates present in 2017 
700 are evenly spread across the calving front. This general pattern corroborates well with Slater and 
701 others (2015); however, we model overall higher total melt (by 28%) from the more channelised 
702 situation in 2012 compared to the more distributed case in 2017. Given total runoff is nearly three 
703 times higher in 2012 (3.2x109 m3) than in 2017 (1.3x109 m3), this indicates that the increased 
704 localisation of higher melt rates does have a powerful mitigating effect on total direct melt from 
705 plumes (though not on calving caused by melt-induced destabilisation of the front). However, this 
706 mitigating effect is not sufficient to completely balance the impact of these higher melt rates, 
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707 leading to more plume melting overall. This, combined with the fact that we model 53% more 
708 calving events in 2012 than 2017, tends to support the argument made by Todd and others (2019) 
709 that higher localised plume melt rates driven by channel discharge are more important in promoting 
710 calving and affecting glacier termini than lower, but more widespread, diffuse-drainage-driven melt 
711 rates.

712 The locations of plumes in our model are consistent with observations. In 2012 (Fig. 4a), our 
713 model produces two sites with distinct plume activity, or plume hotspots: one on the northern side 
714 of the terminus with a single plume and one on the southern side with multiple plumes, that line up 
715 well with observations of surfacing plume activity at Store (Fig. 1, Fig. 12). In 2017, the northern 
716 plume remains a hotspot for submarine melt, but the southern plume is smaller and less stationary, 
717 changing location (Fig. 4b). This shows that the modelled subglacial drainage network has a relatively 
718 fixed northern discharge outlet and a more mobile southern discharge outlet.

719

720 Fig. 12 – Example of observed surfacing plumes and promontory collapse at the terminus of Store from 17th July 2017. a 
721 shows terminus at 11:10; b at 12:00; and c at 12:50. The arrows marked 'N' and 'S' denote plumes surfacing in the northern 
722 and southern plume hotspots, respectively; in panel c the southern plumes are much less visible and the two separate 
723 northern plumes have joined up. Photo is taken from northern side of fjord looking southwards. Photo credit: A. Abellan.

724 The plume melt rates found in this study reach maximum values of 14 m d-1. While these 
725 maximum rates are similar in magnitude to the ice velocity of around 16 m d-1 at the terminus of 
726 Store, the seasonal mean values of the daily maximum melt rates are below 5 m d-1 in both years 
727 (Table 2). While plume melting may not be a major determinant of terminus position of fast-flowing 
728 outlets like Store (Benn and others, 2017; Cowton and others, 2019), it is worth pointing out, 
729 however, that higher plume melt coincides with the cessation of terminus advance and, in some 
730 cases, terminus retreat in our model (Fig. 10, Fig. 5).

731 To investigate this further and to test a hypothesis on model limitations (see Section 4.2), we 
732 ran two additional simulations identical to those presented in Section 3, except for a quadrupling of 
733 the plume melt rate and of the melt rate imposed on the base of the floating ice. Terminus advance 
734 is reduced in both years, but particularly in 2017, which begins to exhibit an overall annual terminus 
735 retreat (Fig. 13a), lending support to the idea that plume melt rates in excess of terminus velocity 
736 can exert a major control on terminus position (Cowton and others, 2019). This terminus retreat also 
737 allows the model to exhibit a velocity response to calving events (Fig. 13), which is not seen in the 
738 previous simulations. Two very large calving events occur in the enhanced melt simulation for 2017: 
739 one in late August and the other in mid-November. The first removes only floating ice and 
740 henceforth produces only a minor velocity response; the second, however, removes a large area of 
741 grounded ice from the centre of the front and this causes the average terminus velocity to increase 
742 by over 600 m a-1, the after-effects of which last for over a month until mid-December. It is expected 
743 that large calving events involving grounded ice should produce a velocity response (e.g. Benn and 
744 others, 2017) owing to the loss of basal resistance and the resulting steeper surface gradients at the 
745 terminus, and this result shows that this behaviour is well-reproduced by our model. As this event 
746 only happens near the end of the simulation, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the effects 
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747 of such calving on a longer timescale, but it is an indication that marine-terminating glaciers can be 
748 sensitive to calving induced by submarine melting.

749

750 Fig. 13 – Calving-velocity response at Store. A shows the average terminus velocity and position for 2017 in the quadruple-
751 melt simulation (compare to Fig. 10b). The large calving event (labelled (1)) and associated terminus velocity response are 
752 marked by the grey bars in a. b and c show the terminus of Store before and after the main constituent of event (1). The 
753 calving event is outlined in red. Grounded ice is dark red, ungrounded ice is grey. Note how event (1) removes both floating 
754 and grounded ice.

755 4.2. Limitations and comparison to observations

756 In this study we modelled 113 calving events between the 5th and 27th July 2017, which is a period 
757 during which calving was observed with a terrestrial radar interferometer (TRI) installed at Store (see 
758 Cook and others (2021) for full details of this method). Of these modelled events, 86 were greater 
759 than the minimum detectable size of 4000 m3 and the mean size of these events was 730,000 m3. 
760 This model characteristic is broadly consistent with the observed mean calving volume of 48,428 m3 
761 which represents only the subaerial fraction of calved ice, which is about 1/10 of the total at Store 
762 because the ice has reached floatation at the terminus. While we cannot compare these 
763 observations directly with our model because the TRI instrument only captured calving in the 
764 northernmost embayment of the terminus, the full-thickness icebergs produced by our model are in 
765 overall good agreement with the largest calving events observed in the northern embayment. Our 
766 model also captures an increase in these large calving events immediately after mélange break-up, 
767 which is similar to observations (Cook et al. 2021).
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768 However, the frequency of modelled calving events is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than 
769 the observed number of events, which was 8,026 (Cook et al. 2021). With a full-thickness calving 
770 criterion, our model cannot reproduce the numerous small calving events (< 50,000 m3 in volume) 
771 that represent two thirds of the total observed calving at Store (Cook et al. 2021). As such, our 
772 model lacks the processes that cause frequent, small-scale calving, including slabs of ice that topple 
773 or fall off when pre-existing fractures weaken the subaerial part of the terminus (Mallalieu and 
774 others, 2020). Hence, our study shows that a more refined calving criterion is needed to fully capture 
775 the range of icebergs produced by calving at major tidewater glacier margins such as Store. Future 
776 work may include damaged ice or crevasse “memory”, which would allow models to replicate the 
777 effects of pre-existing weaknesses on calving.

778 We also note that the terminus in our model advances more persistently than observed (Fig. 
779 10). This advance may also limit modelled calving events compared to observations and it is 
780 suppressed in our model only when calving is enhanced by quadrupling the plume melt rates. While 
781 this may be due to model limitations, it is also possible that submarine melting in reality occurs at 
782 higher rates than plume theory predicts, either due to limitations in plume theory (Slater and others, 
783 2016) or because ambient circulation in fjords plays a role, a factor which is currently excluded. TFig. 
784 11grows a floating ice tongue in the southern part of the terminus (Fig. 11). This floating tongue is 
785 supported by observations showing the southern half of the terminus to be afloat (Todd and others, 
786 2018); however, the floating tongue in our model is larger than observed. This suggests the model is 
787 overestimating the stability of floating ice, possibly for the same reason the terminus advances. One 
788 possibility for this is a lack of representation of small calving events, as discussed above.

789 As a final point we note that our modelled terminus flows at maximum velocities of 5000 m 
790 a-1, which is a little less than observed (≈6000 m a-1). This slower terminus may reflect inadequacies 
791 in the underlying slip law, or a failure of the model to fully resolve the small-scale changes and 
792 complex basal environment near the terminus.

793 5. CONCLUSION
794 We find that the fully coupled model of Store generally reproduces the characteristic features that 
795 describes this glacier, with all model components interacting successfully. Comparison to available 
796 observational data shows that the model is capable of reproducing, among others, observed 
797 patterns of major calving, terminus velocity and basal water pressures in borehole records. We also 
798 demonstrate the high temporal variability of calving activity when the latter is influenced by plume-
799 induced submarine melt. However, our model further makes clear that the terminus velocity of 
800 Store is the main synoptic control on calving, because of the strong topographic control on terminus 
801 position at this glacier. The model predicts channelised drainage systems extending 5 km inland all-
802 year-round due to drainage of meltwater produced at the base by frictional heat predominantly. In 
803 summer, the channelised drainage system extends up to 29 km inland in a cold year (2017), and 41 
804 km inland in a warm year (2012), which is less extensive compared to earlier work in which the 
805 hydrological model was not coupled with ice flow. Our work therefore shows that ice flow influences 
806 the storage capacity of the distributed system as well as the ability of channels to form under thick 
807 ice in the interior of the ice sheet. We additionally show that higher meltwater inputs lead to more 
808 channelised drainage at the terminus, and more active plumes with higher melt rates that can have 
809 a greater impact on terminus stability and calving. In 2012, when runoff was exceptionally high, we 
810 posit that a truly efficient channelised drainage system was present beneath Store, which led to a 
811 late-summer slowdown of the terminus, a dynamic response not modelled in 2017, when less runoff 
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812 was produced. This contrast in behaviour may explain why marine-terminating glaciers elsewhere in 
813 Greenland have been observed to seemingly switch from one dominant type linked to an oceanic 
814 control through calving to another dominant type linked to atmospheric control through hydrology. 
815 However, subglacial water pressures still increased inland in 2012, pointing to the potential for 
816 velocity declines at the terminus to be countered by velocity increases farther inland and upstream. 
817 Overall, we show the spatially variable nature of the coupled ice-hydrology system and its 
818 importance in determining the behaviour of the terminus and thus calving. The fully coupled nature 
819 of the model allows us to also demonstrate the likely lack of any hydrological or ice-dynamic 
820 memory at Store, with both years showing very similar glacier states at the end of the runs.
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